
Why GreenPlease is your best option?

HighÊ performanceÊ film

The best Quality

Increased Productivity

Environmentally-friendly

Cost Reduction

More Resistant Film

Printed and unprinted

At Polimur, we have developed a new range of products to satisfy the highest requirements of our clients, under 
the trademark GreenPlease. These new products have the highest quality and offer the optimum performance 
whilst being environmentally friendly.

These films have excellent properties both physically (strength, welding, shrinkable or stretching, etc) and optica-
lly (brightness, transparency, etc).

GreenPlease films are 100% recyclable, which saves you energy and raw materials. They are produced according 
to the highest environmental and quality certifications: ISO 14001 and ISO 9001.

In addition, this new GreenPlease range will allow us to adapt the product and help you to find the best suitable 
film for your business, so you will get the highest performance in the plastic you need. To conclude, let us advice 
you in order to get the best packaging solution for your products saving money and increasing quality at the 
same time.
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High Performance Packing Film
Plastic film for packaging, which you will get a higher performance, improving the quality 
of your package and saving film.

High Performance Shrink Film
With our new shrink film we have reduced the thickness, improving the brightness and 
transparency without losing strenght.

High Performance Stretch Film
Automatic ultra stretchable film for high performance stretch wrapping machines. This 
film will allow you to wrap your pallets using much less plastic, helping you to reduce 
costs.

Coreless Stretch Film
For manual or automatic wrapping. Save money by only buying the film without the core, 
reducing the amount of waste. This film is delivered with an applicator, so you can use it all, 
right to the last meter. 

Pre-Stretched Film
For manual or automatic wrapping. Eliminates the need to use a high performance 
stretch wrapping machine. It comes already pre-stretched, so the savings are guaranteed.

Food Preservation Film 
100% P.E. film with very low thickness and high resistance. You will save film whilst still 
having a product made with the best technology and raw materials. Suitable for use with 
all kinds of food, even those containing up to 100% fat. Non PVC product - G.S.R.: 
39.01445-MU


